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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

~--

~-

This study began in the fall of 1966 at the University
of the Pacific in Stockton, California.

An existing research

team was approached by the Sacramento County Welfare Department.

It was asked to study that agency with particular

reference to making recommendations for improvements within
the agency structure.
The group was made

up

of Dr. Donald Duns and students

of Sociology, Economics, and Psychology.
interest for several reasons.

This study was of

Several members of the team

had been particularly interested in organizational studies.
The members of the team felt that there were many questions
unanswered or untested by modern theory.

A welfare agency

seemed a very good experimental group for. study.
The research group was also anxious to take on this
study because it was just following the fitst welfare worker's
strike in California.

This had occurred at the agency in

question and provided a situation in which the team would
receive maximum cooperation.

It was expected that the agency

would be more likely to implement the team's suggestions.
As the study progressed the questions which became of
most interest were those which related to the issues of whether·
or not the organization could function well, where the sources

2

of power and goal-setting lay, and what could be done.

After

a review of the literature in related fields, it was decided
that Amitai Etzioni's work would be the most helpful to us
in understanding organizations.
~--

For the purpose of the present study there will be no
discussion of the practical application of specific recommendations.

This article will concern itself only with the

_____t,}lJ~_ore_tj<_c_al_i_s_s_u~ which surrounded the original study.

~---~~---------

AMITAI ETZIONI
Ami tai Werner Etzioni was born in Cologn·e, Germany in
1929.

He was educated at Hebrew University in Israel.

There

he received his Bachelor of Arts in 1954 and his Master of
Arts in 1956.

He received his Doctorate from the University

of California in 1958.

He is an Associate Professor at

Columbia Universj_ty and has written extensively in areas of
social change and organization.
His most important work has been in organizational
studies emphasizj_ng comparative analysis as the primary method
of study.

This analysis makes sense of much previously frag-

memted work.

He provides a common ground between individual

studies and grandiose theories, offering substantial hypotheses to be tested.
Etzioni'§_E!i~ari_Concern

Etzioni is concerned that the study of organizations
demands a "middle range" organj_zational theory which would
provide a place between high-level abstractions and detailed

3
observations about single cases.

He adheres to Robert Merton's

theory that middle range theories provide the most important
ingredient for developing social science into a discipline
which can be applied and used to the fullest.

From this

6-

~--

belief he determines that organizational models must be con- ·
structed which would allow the testing of theories through
adapting individual case studies.

In his book, The Compar-

at_; veJnalvsis of C_o_mnlex Organizations, he develops such a

·~----------------~

model.
Organizational analysis has reached the stage where
it becomes crucial to study systematic differences among
the various social units classed as organizations. At
the same time, the large number of empirical studies now
available makes such a comparative examination possible.
The comparative analysis of organizations will lead
to a richer and more precise organizational theory. It
will be richer because, to the statements on 11 uni versal"
characteristics of organization, many new statements
concerning "specifics" will be added. It will be more
precise because many of the propositions which make up
general organizational theory are not yet validated.1
Etzioni points out that comparative analysis of social
units of whatever size is a method of study which makes it
possible to see the various patterns of human interaction
which are possible.

1Amitai Etzioni, Tpe Comp~r~tiv§: Anal;y_sis of Complex
Organizati'?E.§. (New York: li,ree Press, Inc., 19b1), p. xii.

CHAPTER II
~

REASONS FOR THE STUDY
REASONS ORGANIZATIONS ARE NOT STUDIED MORE
Social Science has made only limited study of whole
______,o~gani_z_a.ti_o_n_s_.

There is a ,e:eneral assumption that knowledge

about organizations can be gained from studies dealing with
individual variables or separate subjects, e.g. morale,
efficiency.
The preceding assumption may have developed from the
difficulty in studying such a complex mechanism.

There are

so many variables to be dealt with that analysis is extremely
difficult.

For these reasons our knowledge of organizations

has been gained in snatches and there is not a current grand
theory to deal with organizational study.

SOURCES OF ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND DATA
Though social scientists have not paid great attention
to organizational studies, we do have some sources available
which provide data and theories.
There are many books by executives and administrators
from the business world.

These men have written both bio-

graphical and systematic books and articles on their experiences
and knowledge.

--

~

Alfred Sloan provides an example of such a

businessman writing on his years as the President of General

5
Motors.

He provided interesting information on the uses of

centralization and decentralization in running an efficient
corporation.

He also offered descriptions of men and how

~-

they fit company needs.
Related to these business executives have been the
researchers involved in the scientific management movement.
This movement has been concerned with organization theory in
------~l~ar~.ge

part to determine how to run an organization more

effectively.
this group.

Frederick Taylor was one of the earliest of
He was concerned with the

11

use of men as ad-

juncts to machines in the performance of routine productive
tasks c 112

Taylor dealt at length with time and method study

dealing with such issues as the time needed to use a particular muscle to perform a task. and the most effective design
of time and work area.
All of the members of this movement were concerned
with the interaction between characteristics of humans and
social and task environments created by organizations.

It

can be said, therefore, that they dealt primarily with
physiological variables.

Their theory is sometimes referred

to as physiological organization theoryo
Sociologists have become interested in organizatj_ori
theory.

This interest largely began with Max Weber and his

wo;rk on bureaucracy.

~-

The earliest group of people have been

2James G.. March and Herbert A. Simon, O,r_g_anizati.Q!!.§.
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1959), p. 12.

6
referred to as the classicists and include such people as
Gulick, Urwick and others.

This group somewhat overlaps

with that discussed above, as can be seen from the chief
problem of interest to them.

They concerned themselves with

g__::
5--

~

organization by purpose.

That is, given a general purpose

for an organization, they felt they should be able to identify
the unit tasks necessary to achieve that purpose.
of this

viewed organizational members as inert instru-

grou~

ments performing tasks.
a variable.

The members

They saw personnel as a giver, not

And, in general, they ignored factors associated

with individual behavior.3
Another group of sociologists and social psychologists
have shown interest in organizations.

They have done so in

relation to the specific interests of leadership and supervision
and communication patterns, and that of morale and employee
·attitudes.

They have included men like Rensis Likert and

Chris Argyria.
The last two groups who have been interested in organizations are the political scientists and the economists.

The

political scientists have been concerned with the efficient
operation of governmental agencies arid economists concern
themselves with the debate of planning vs. laissez faire as
regards organizations.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ORGANIZATIONS
Organizations make up a vast portion of a person's

7
life.

We are born in a hospital, go to school, and continue

on through life in various organizational groups.
most obvious reason alone,
study.

orga~izations

For this

are worthy of our

But, in addition, there is the related reason purposed

by Hage and Aiken.

2----

~-=----

They remind us that

mankind, unlike other biological organisms, has
not developed species. Instead he has chose~ the path
of evolving forms of social organizations. Understanding
the dynamics of organizational life and change over time
can provide students with a better appreciation of man's
_______,eyoluti_on_and su.e:.e:est, how to exercise some measure of
control over- d;st:Iny--:-Lf ____
Etzioni points out that the way to the "understanding of
modern man and the society in which he lives is through study
of complex organizations. 11 5
Since formal organizations represent a large portion
of the individual's environment, a knowledge of.these environments is important in understanding behavior.

We know that

other societal processes have significant effects on people
and should more fully understand those related to organizations.

With a greater understanding of organizational

processes we could gain·an important ability to better
coordinate the dealings of the organization.with the environ·;::;:---

ment.
Simon and March feel the importance goes deeper:
Organizations are assemblages of interacting human
beings and they are the largest assemblages in our society

4 Jerald Hage and Michael Aiken, Social Ch_~nO'e in
Complex Organizations (New York: Random House, 19?0J, p. 5.
5Amitai Etzioni, Complex Organizations, A Socio_log:Lcal
Reader (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1961), p. vii.

8
that have anything resembling a central coordinative
system. Let us grant that these coordinative systems
are not developed nearly to the extent of the central
nervous system in higher biological organisms -- that
organizations are more earthworm than ape. Nevertheless,
the high specificity of structure and coordination within
organizations -- as contrasted with the diffuse and
variable relations among organizations and among un- .
organized individuals -- marks off the individual organization as a social unit comparable ~n significance to
the individual organism in biology.
SOCIOLOGICAL SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____!QN_ORHANTZATTONAL_S_T.UJ2."'-Y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Within the social science field there have been
several schools-of-thought regarding the study of organizations.
Some have been briefly discussed above.

However, the

sociologists may be divided into more specific groups.
Classicists
The earliest were the classicists.
these was, of course, Max Weber.
organization were four-fold.

The foremost of

His primary interests in

First, he was concerned to

identify the characteristics of an entity he labelled bureaucracy.

Second, he wished to describe its growth and the

reasons for its growth.

He was also concerned to isolate

concomitant social changes.

Finally, he wished to discover

the consequences of bureaucratic organization for the achievement of bureaucratic goals (primarily the goals of a political
authority).?

Weber wished to show how bureaucratic organizations

6March,
7

I2.t.£ . ,

op~ cit., P~ 4.
P. 36 •

9
overcome the decision-making or 'c.omputational' limitations
of individuals or alternative forms of organization through
specialization, division of labor, etc,
~--

The classicists who followed him have had similar
concerns and may be exemplified by men like Luther Gulick,
who was mentioned above.

These men concentrated primarily

on formal structure and on processes.
------~or

They tended to ignore

at least minimize the importance of the human factor --·

largely because they implicitly believed that

11

the carrot,

the stick, and understanding would motivate people to carry
out organizational intention pretty much as directed, under
an authoritarian system. 118 While Weber had gone beyond this
'machine model' he was not especially attentive to the character of the human organit3m.

Learned and Sproat point out ·

that these beliefs were oversimplified and that such
principles did not bring about the desired result.
of this, say the two, the second school grew up.

Because
This was

the human relations or human behavior school.
Human Relations School
.. This school developed from the now famous Hawthorne
Study at Western Electric.

According to Learned and Sproat,

the researchers for this school focused on previously
neglected aspects; that is, observation and seeking to understand the behavior of people in organizations.

8Edmund P. Learned
Theory and
1966)

Folic~

' PP• 3-4.

This school

and Audrey Sproat, .Q~anizatig,n
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc~,

10

has contributed research on motivations, small groups and the
social controls they exercise over members to secure conformity
to group norms and values, conflict-cooperation phenomena,
communication barriers, the informal organization, and many
~-

other topics --mostly less than company-wide in scope.9
Included in this group are men like Chris Argyria and Rensis
Likert.

Neither of them accept individuals as given, but

________rather_as_resources of the organization which must be dealt
with in order for the organization to function effectively.
Argyria writes on issues like mental health and the
organization and points out that among the many sources of
organizational energy is that of the psychological energy
of individuals.
energy.

It can act as either negative or positive

He deals with very different concerns from those

of Weber when he lists the requirements he sees for
psychological success and sees them o.f importance to organizational success.

First, individuals must value themselves

and aspire to experience an increasing sense of competence.
Second, the organization must provide opportunities for work
in which the individual is able to define his immediate
goals, to define his own path to these goals, to relate
these to the goals of the organization, and to evaluate
his own effectiveness and increase the challenge of his work.
Third, society and culture must place a relatively high

11

value on the work thereby influencing self-esteem. 10
At the same time, Rensis Likert defines good communication, high morale; high performance of goals and other
similar human interests as basic components for an outstanding
organization. 11
The studies of these and other men like them have been
of value in the business world and have given us some basic
information for organizational theory.

However, it has been

nearly impossible for these people to deal with the organization as a whole;

It is in answer to this need that the third

school developed.
The 'Social S;y:stemt School
The third major school of organizational theory is
the •social system' school.

This school is concerned "with

the total organization as a cooperative coalition, viable
only

long as it can yield satisfaction to its member parts
sufficient to assure their continued contribution.'' 12 rrhey
BO

are concerned with the relationship of the

pa~ts

to the whole

and on the interdependencies among a wide range of variables.
Systems-oriented thinkers are concerned with the
system as a whole, including its goals; with the parts
of the system and the interrelationships and mutual
dependencies among the parts (which they like to model);
and with the processes that link the parts together,
10 chris Argyris, .I.nt egrating the Individual ~nd the
Organizatio,n (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , 196L~) , p. 33.
11 Rensis Likert.~ New Patterns of Management. (New York:
McGraw Hill, Inc., 1961), p. 240.
·
12
Learned and Sproat, op. cit., p. 5.

12

facilitate their mutual adjustment, and contribute
or impede-- goal-directed activ'lty.13

to~-

Among those representing this school are such men as Herbert
Simon and James March, Philip Selznick and Amitai Etzioni.
Since Etzioni 1 s theory will be dealt with at length below, he
will not be discussed here.
among these men.

Of course, there are differences

Simon and March have dealt with tracing the

impact of variables on decision-making.

They have explored

the impact of perception and cognitive activity on organiza·tional behavior.

This group has emphasized a descriptive,

analytical approach while Selznick is interested in a normative
approach.

He traces the impact of variables upon purpose and
is concerned with organiz~tional value. 14
It should be remembered that a system is defined as
being composed of dynamic elements which are recognizable
and are in a certain number.

These elements are somehow

interconnected and interdependent.

These relationships .

operate over and over again, according to certain laws which
can only be determined by that system.
a characteristic effect.

This behavior creates

Analysis of any system (not just

social) is based on these assumptions.

While this has been

an important school with important information to be gained
from it, there have been still others.
New §.c).1ool o,f M;anageme,nt Science
A fourth group is the 'new school of

13lli,_9;.' p. 5.
14Ibido; Pe 6.

ma~agement

~----

;

---

13
science'.

However, it has been pointed out that its -field

of interest is too narrow to warrant this classification.
The members of this school are concerned with improving the
rationality of dedision-making.

Hence, they deal with that

class of desisions which can put to use new mathematical
techniques and computers. 15

A fifth school may be called the 'empirical schooP.
This group comprises scholars who see management as a study
of experience.

Sometimes they intend to make generalizations,

but usually they are only interested in transmitting knowledge
from this experience to practitioners or students.

This

includes such people as writers for journals such as Fortune
and management consultants.

They have made some sontribution

in the area of organization an.d strategy. 1 6
Critique of the Schools
All of the schools of thought are subject to criticism.
The first three tend to see organizations in static terms
rather than as changing and on-going systems.

They often

assume that organizations operate in a vacuum.
two schools are extremely limited in scope.
co~tributions

The remaining

They have made

to theory but these have remained small and have ·

15r bid • , p • 6 .
1 6r bid • , p. 7 •

14
sometimes occurred with no regard for theory.
Despite the drawback of being generally static,
systems theory has the greatest possibility for contribution.
It is possible to discuss systems in terms of dynamic situations.

It also allows for the greatest breadth of descrip-

tion of organizations.

Thus, it offers to provide the highest

level of theoretical postulates.
--~------lci-ne-e-Et-z-ieni-u-ses-a-5¥5-tems-analysis_ap.pr_o_ac_h_an,_,d~-----

offers hypotheses concerned vdth organizations on a broad
base it was decided to attempt to deal empirically with some
of his theories.

The particular area chosen for study was a

review of his organizational typology with special concern to
verify one of the hypotheses central to his analysis.

This

study deals specifically with.incongruent types and the
resulting modes of compliance, power and involvement.

There

was special interest in fitting a partl.cu1ar organization
into the model and then to discover whether this organization
responded as he predicted.

CHAPTER III
~---~--

!::::!--

A RECENT MODEL

..,;_

~-

~

Etzioni sees the internal nature of organization to
include these variables.

power
involvement
goals

To him the important issue is the relation of these three
variables.

On the basis of this relationship he has devised

a typology of organizationso

The relation between power and

involvement he calls compliance.

He then divides organizations

into groups according to the nature of their compliance structures and the goals they s·eek.
Compliance is a relationship consisting of the power
employed by superiors to control subordinates to this
power. Thus, the study combines a structural and a
motivational aspect: structural since we are concerned
with the kinds and distribution of power in organizations
·(as units which exercise power over them). It seems to
us that the articulation of the social system and the
personality reflected in this combination is one element
essential to organizational analysis. 17

16
Etzioni's theory of how the power of a superior
relates to the response of the subordinate can be represented
in this way:
Superior's means of power

Subordinate's response to power
There are three means of power which can be used to gain
compliance.

They are physical, material, and symbolic rewards

and deprivationso

Organizations generally allocate these

means systematically and try to use them in conformity with
organizati.onal norms. 18 A subordinate may feel either a
positive (commitment) or negative (alienation) orientation to
this power.

vVhat orientation is adopted depends in part on

how legitimate the power is seen to be by the subordinate and
in part on how the line of action fits his desirese

This

orientation is called 'involvement' and may be positive or
negative •
.Simmel noted in 1896 that compliance is a major
element in the relationship between those who have power and
_ _
a _ _ _ __

P~

4•

17
those who are affected by that use of power. 19

Etzioni agreed

with this definition and saw that compliance is a central part
of any organizational structure.

The differing characteristics

of organizations such as size, specificity, complexity, and
effectiveness create specific compliance needs.
Etzioni uses compliance as a base for the classification of organizations by differentiating three kinds of

several compliance relationships based upon power and the
kinds of involvement are indicated. 20
VARIOUS COMPLIANCE STRUCTURES
Pure types of complia.nce structures would be formed
in the following manner.
Compliance Structure

= Type

normative
utilitarian
coercive

of Power

symbolic
material
physical

+

Type of involvement
commitment
calculative
alienation

Organizations with normative compliance rely on the
allocation of symbolic rewards and deprivations.
of normative power exist.

Two kinds

One is based on acceptance and

positive response (i.e. reinforcement).

The other is based

19Georg Simmel, .Q.onfl~ct ap.d __tl:uLJleb Q.£....Qrou}2
Jl..ffiliati.~, trans. by Kurt H Wolff and Reinhard Bendix
(Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, Inc., 1955), p. 92
20Etzioni, .!h.L,CO[llparB;_tiye A.!l§1:ll:sis of Comp.l.ex
Organizatiop.s, p. L~.
.

18
on the manipulation of esteem, prestige, and ritualistic·
symbols. 21

Moral involvement is required to go with this

power to form a normative compliance structure ( 11 a. positive
orientation of high intensity11 ) . 22
types of moral involvement.
social.

Etzioni identif.ies two

One is pure and the other is

As might be assumed, pure moral involvement. grows

out of the internalization of norms and identification with
stems from s ensi ti vi t y
to pressure of primary groups and their members. 23

----a-u-tho~i-t.y-w'hi-l.e-.~Lso.c.ia.l_c_ommitment

At the same time, organizations based on utilitarian
compliance utilize material resources and rewards such as
salaries and wages, commissions and contributions, 'fringe
benefits', or services and commodities. 24 In a remunerative
compliance relationship calculative involvement is predominant.
This signifies either a. low intensity positive orientation or
a low intensity negative orientation of the participants. 25
The businessman's relation to his job is an example of calculative compliance.

The commitment is low and the worker

remains for the material rewards.
Coercive compliance structures use the application
of, or the threat of physical sanctions such as res.trictions
of movement, pain or death.
ative involvement.

These structures create alien-

Alienative involvement is a. highly nega-

tive orientation to the power used.
21 Ibid.,

p. 5.

23l.p_:!._q. ' p. 11 •
25_Ibis!.' p. 1 o.

It is predominant in

22Ibid., p. 1o.

24Jbi£.' p. 5.

u ._j __
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prisons, concentration camps, boot camps, and other organizations where people are forced to remain or act due to
physical harm. 26
While we have discussed three types of compliance
relationships as forming from a natural congruence between
power and involvement, Etzioni mentions that there are other
combinations of these variables.

However, he points out that

________w~h~ile they do occur, the vast majority of cases fall into
the categories described above.

In future, it will be assumed

that these types are being discussed.
VART OU S TYPES OF GOALS

The other principle variable for organizational study
is the nature of goals found within organizations.

Etzioni

defined three kinds of goals which an organization may attempt
to fulfill.

Organizational goals refer to that state of

affairs which the organization is attempting to realize. 2 7
Organizational goals serve many functions. They give
organizational activity its orientation by depicting the
state of affairs which the organization attempts to
realize. They serve as sources of legitimation which
justify the organizations's attitudes and its very
existence, at least in·the eyes of some participants
and in those of the public or subpublic.28
Order goals are established to control deviants who
are defined as such by some social unit.

These goals are

26 l:bid.
27 Ibid., p. 7.
28Am
· · ,) M
. t ;t-Q.!!
.
( New. J erse Y•
_o_d er_n 0 r.e;.a.n!_Z...§:..
· J.· t· aJ.· Et ZJ.OnJ.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19 64 , p. 5.
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negative since they involve restraint of some action.

The·

most obvious example is a prison.
Economic goals center on production of commodities
and services.

These are produced for outsiders in return

for a profit.

Manufacturing firms provide us with a typical

example of organizations with economic goals.
Culture goals attempt either to create new culture
----or_t_o_ap.ply_c_ul.t_ur_e_in____s__ome way.

In other words,·-~~-------organiza-

tions with culture goals institutionalize conditions needed
to create or preserve symbolic objects or to. reinforce the
commitment to such objects. 29 · Volunteer organ.izations and
research organizations provide an example of groups with
this type of goal.
The follovdng table was devised by the author to
illustrate the relationship between the variables of goals
and compliance.

... _... ,..

order
normative compliance ----- economic
--.__culture

.....-

. . . -order
utilitarian compliance ___ economic
.......culture
,.,.

goals

goals

-----order
goals
coercive compliance ------ economic
--culture
key:
congruent relation - unbroken line
incongruent relation - broken line

-
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Etzioni provides a somewhat different table for the

pt~poses

of identifying organizations.
Typology of Compliance
Kinds of Compliance
Coercive
Remunerative
Normative

Kinds of Goals
Order

Economic

Culture

1

2

4
7

5
8

3
6

9

We can see from the table that types 1, 5, and 9 are congruent
since they evidence matching compliance structure and kinds
of goals.

He adds that certain combinations are more effective

than others.3° For Etzioni it appears natural that the incongruent types are less effective in achieving goals than
those which are congruent.

He explains why this is so with

each of the types of goals possible.

In the case of economic

goals it is noted that
production is a rational activity which requires
systematic division of labor, power, and communication
as well as a high level of coordination. It therefore
requires also a highly systematic and precise control
of performance. This can be attained only when sanctions and rewards can be readily measured and allocated
in close relation to performance. Remunerative sanctions and rewards are the only ones that can be so
applied, because many differentials are far more
precisely measurable than force, prestige, or other
differentials.31
.
At the same time, if people carry out orders and pay no
attention to the spirit of directives great harm can be done.
Therefore, some element of voluntary cooperation must exist

30ibid., p. 71.
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for effective performance.
are not effective.3 2

For that reason coercive powers

Where the effective fulfillmant of normative goals
is involved Etzioni indicates that a positive and intense

__ :-

~--

~-

q_

commitment on the part of the lower participants must be
present.

These commitments cannot be attained by either

remunerative or coercive powers.

He points out that

____________:t-1H~-at~ta;i.nment_of_cJ.tlb_:tr_e_gnals such as creation,- - - - - - application, or transmission of values requires the
development of identification with the organizational
representatives •• o since normative power is the least
alienating and the most conducive to the development
of identification with representatives and hence to
effective service of cultural goals.33
Coercion is not likely to create identification and remunerative rewards do not tend to build commitments which are
strong enough.
In the third situation, the maintenance of order
goals, coercive methods of control are necessary partly
because remunerative poWers are seen to be too mild, and it
is deemed necessary by most j_nsti tutions that to carry out
the goals they must provide a depriving situation.

At the

same time, normative compliance is virtually useless since
it is almost impossible to maintain normative compliance in
an order-oriented institution.34
Therefore, in all of ·the cases above it is apparent

3 2I:_biQ;. ' p .. 80.
34.I.bi_q. , p. 8Lt-.

33Ll?.i.sl·, p. 83 ..
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that a severe crisis may ensue if incongruent goals and
compliance are mixed.

The most obvious case is that of

.utilizing order goals with either remunerative or normative
compliance.

When the goal is to restrain and restrict a

=·-

:~--

S~---

person, a pay-off or a pat on the back will not be adequate
to interrupt his activity.

Without the wholehearted goal

of aiding and rehabilitating the person restrained, there

tion will not be effective.

Strain within the organization

might also be present as inmates would not trust those
receiving benefits, and guards could not know how far to trust
those being given benefits.
METHODS OF DETERMINING GOALS
Having established the various kinds of organizational
goals and how they fit with variuos compliance relationships,
methods are needed to determine the kinds of goals a particular
type of organization has.

It has been poi.nted out by Charles

Perrow, and it is accepted in this paper, that official goals
may not be the most relevant to understanding organizational
behavior.

Hore important are those embedded in major opera-

ting policies and daily decisions of personneL.35

Perrow

defines the two categories of goals -- offi.cial and op,erational.

Official goals are the general policies of the organ-

ization as put forth in the charter, annual reports,·public

35charles Perrow, "The Analysis of Goals :ln Complex
vol. 26, 6
(December 1961 J, p ... 85Lt-.
.
.

Organizations"~ ,Am~rica!!..J:>o.cjologic&_B~_y;i.eV!,
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statements by key executives.36

Operational goals, on the

other hand, "designate the ends sought through the actual
operating policies of the organization; they tell us what
a--

the organization actually is trying to do', regardless· of what
the official goals say are the aims. u37

It is also indicated

that there are two types of operational goals.
Where operative goals provide the specific content
of official goals they reflect choices among competing
---------..:lva-J..U-€S~.,----Th£lY_may_b~e_justified on the basis of an official
goal even though they may subvert another of1icial-g-m;(L.38---There are also unofficial operative goalse

These are

"tied more direct1y to group interests and while they may
support, be irrelevant to,.or subvert official goals, they
bear no necessary connection with them.,u39
We can determine the goals of an organization in the
same way that other organizational characteristics are established.,

That is, through an examination of·the organiza-

tional process, such as work flow and the attributes oi its
structure, priorities in the allocation of means (reflected
in a balance sheet or
personnel.40

budget)~

and through the assignment of

S~nce stated goals may not be actual goals it

is necessary to examine on-going organizational processes.

36

IbJ-~OJ
3811'1.1·
Lj.Qlbid.

-

Po

855c

37J_bid. :·
39Ibid., , p. 856.
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CHAPTER IV
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A SPECIFIC ORGANIZATION

~

The question now arises, on the basis of the previous
discussion, is it possible to determine whether a particular
organization is congruent or incongruent?

A WELFARE AGENCY
The organization under study is a state welfare
agency.

Participants of such agencies do not work voluntarily.

They receive pay and may be rewarded 'with benefits and raises.
Workers receive regular ratings during wh:i.ch they are judged
according to such things as the number of cases handled and
the accuracy and completion of records.

Workers are not re-

quired to have any prior training in the field.

While they

must be college graduates, a degree in any field will qualify
them.

The only areas

of adoption

an~

requir:i~ng

special training are those

care of the blind.

In those cases a worker

must hold a Master of Social Work degree.

Since no particular

training is required workers do not necessarily subscribe to
a professional code, i.eo, the acceptance of a code of ethics
related to a particular vocation.

It is quite possible then,

for some workers to form loyalties only toward the organization rather than to identify with normative social goals as
a result of professionalism.

25

26

In the spirit of the philosophy of the State· law,
the San Joaquin County Board of Supervisors, I, and my
staff are dedicated to the objective of helping ·people
help themselves to the very maximum extent possible.41
If, by aiding the poor, we may presumably decrease the opportunity for rebellion and aid the maintenance of our social
system, it can be seen that this falls
definition of a culture goal.

wi~hin

Etzion21 s

He cited the example of a

theraputic mental hospital in discussing culture goals:
• • • if we see in the mental patient a deviant
whose commitment to social norms and beliefs must be
restored, it is clear why theraputic goals have to be
classified as culture goals.42
·
The welfare recipient is similar to the mental patient.

He

is a deviant whose commitment to social norms may be threatened by his inability to live at a minimal standard.
Charles Perrow describes a different aspect of the
nature of a

w~lfare

agency when discussing non-voluntary

service organizations.

Included in this grouping are those

organizations sponsored by governmental agencies such as
county or military hospitals, city or county welfare agencies,
juvenile and adult correctional agencies. Lt-3
Authority for goal setting, regulation, and provision
of capital operating expenses does not rest with voluntary
4 1see Appendix A.
2
4 Etzioni, Th~Y.§JJ!illY.~~§-.. .<?J ComnleJS
Organizatj;,Q!l§,, P• 73.
43p errow, op. c1•t o' Pe . 862 •
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trustees, but with governmental officials appointed to
commissions. In contrast to volunteers on the board of
a private service organization, commissioners are not
likely to be highly identified with the organization,
nor do they derive much social status from it. The
organizations themselves often are tolerated only as
....___
holding operations, or as 'necessary evils' .. Commission
.dominance is sporadic and brief, associated \~_th public
clamor or political expediency. On the other hand, the
large size of these organizations and the complex procedures for reporting to the parent body gives considerable importance to the aruninistrative function from the
outset, which is enhanced by the tenuous relationship
with the commissioners. Consistent with this and reinforcing it is the low level of professionalization
found in many of--:r;hese agencies., 'l'ITe key~sKiJ.-J.:s~a:r~e.---~~~~~-~
often non-professional custodial skills or their
equivalent in the case of public welfare agencies
(and schools).44
.,;-

c

~

~---~-

At the same time that it must be ·recognized that there is a
very low degree of professionalism at present in such agencies,
Perrow also noted that this is·in the process of changing.,
Outside professional groups have exerted an influence on some
organizations and the professional influence within has begun
to grow.

In some cases professional groups have taken control

or outside administrators have been hired who have a co~nitment to the positive goals of the organization, such as rehabilitation of clients rather than custodial care.45

This

appears to have happened in the case of a few penal institutions, a few juvenile correctional institutions, and several
Veteran's Administration mental hospitals.

By way of

description he says

..

. • the sequence of tasks,

4l.j.lli d. ' p • 863 •
45Ibid.

-

power structure, and
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goals may be different in non-voluntary service organizations. The importance of administrative skills with
system maintenance as the over-riding operative goal
does not encourage a shift in power structure; but
where new technologies are introduced we are alerted to
such shifts along with change in goal9.46
~=

R ---

SUMMARY OF ORGANIZATION
To clarify let us summarize the nature of the welfare
agency.

The agency is governmentally controlled.

Therefore,

the nature of administrators is important as is community
opinion of its function.

This is a non-voluntary organization

staffed with some professionals and many non-professionals.
However, this is changing and there is a growing feeling of
professional identity throughout ranks.

Therefore, .goals are

set by governmental bodies who may not identify with the organization, and the organization is run by people who may or
may not view themselves as accepting the policies estabLished
above.

The organization has as a reason for existing the

need to help people financially and otherwise.

It also has

the goal of continued existence (system maintenance) for itself even though it might well be stated that ideally j_t would
perform so well as to totally alleviate the problems it was
created to handle.

Finally, it has as a goal the maintenance

of our social structure.
Knowing these things it is apparent that there are
divergent goals being sought and maintainedo

They are to

rehabilitate clients, to satisfy the taxpayer that not too

29
much is being spent, and to maintain itself as an organization.
The organization must devote a great deal of time and effort
to the maintenance of records and yet serve the needs of
clients.

At the same time it has conflicting compliance

structures at work with some of the work force there solely
to earn a living and some there to serve a human need.

Un-

like many other organizations the split over goals and types

all through the hierarchy.

For these reasons we can classify

this welfare agency as an incongruent organization.
are both cultural and utilitarian.

Its goals

Its compliance structure

is not based on a high moral commitment, though there is such
a commitment on the part of certain individuals.
HYPOTHESIS
Etzioni hypothesized that incongruent organizations
would evidence "not only wasted means, psychological and
social tension, lack of coordination, and other signs of ineffectiveness but also a strain toward an effective type. 11 47
He went on to add that there should be some "indication of
pressure on goals, compliance, or both, to bring about an
effective combination."4 8

Etzioni produced a theoretical

model which could be tested and either supported or.refuted·
4 7Etzion.i, .TI:.t~L.Q.Qf!.ill_£ra}i ve @al:ysis of Cgm]le;
.Org,ap.iza.tj__og§., p. 87.
LJ.Sibid.
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by the data.

It is the subject of this study to test for

effects of incongruity.

It is the hypothesis of this study

that a welfare agency will evidence wasted means, psychological
and social.tension, lack of coordination, other signs of ineffectiveness, and evidence of a strain toward an effective
or congruent typee

CHAPTlt~

V

METHODOLOGY

R-~--

The data which were used to test the hypothesis of
this study came from one formal organization.

This chapter

describes the manner in which the data were collected and
interpreted.
SOURCE OF THE DATA
The data for the study were taken from a pilot study
for a

la~ger

research project which was carried out for a

special welfaxe agencyo
·year 1967-1968.

It was conducted during the academic

For the original study a 112 item, adrninis-

tered questionnaire was constructed by the research terun.
The schedule was completed by approximately fifty
employees, or one-fourth of the organization.

The sample was

chosen by making a list of all employees in each classification
from the top downe

Then the subjects were chosen randomly

from each job classification with proportionately larger
numbers of subjects taken from each larger classification.
That is, a larger proportion of the people at the top of the
organization were required to respond so that all job categories would be represented.
At the time of the study the subjects had been employed with the agency for various lengths of t:Lme from a
few months to several years.

Both sexes were represented.

31
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The subjects represented all existing job classifications.
The nature of their jobs varied from clerical workers to professional staff.
-~--~.~----

Anonymity was guaranteed since identification of
respondents was not necessary.

The respondents, however, were

asked to give their area and job classification in order to
make comparisons between different programs or positions
~------possible.

The data used to test the hypothesis of this study
consisted of the responses of these employees to those questions which related to psychological and social tension, coordination, wasted means, and strain towards an effective
type.

The instrument was originally grouped around other

categories provided by Rensis Likert.

These included goals,

communication, interaction-influence, decision-making,. confidence and support, job-satisfaction and economic rewards.
This was done to facilitate aiding the agency by isolating
problem areas.

However, for the purpose of the formal study

the questions were regrouped under the headings mentioned
above, and questions which were not applicable were discarded.
For.this reason there are flaws in the test instrument which
could be easily rectified if a later study were to be made.
These problems will be pointed out as they appear.

ADMINISTRATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE
The questionnaire was presented to employees at their
place of work during the course of an otherwise normal working

33
day.

The agency released them from work to answer the ques-

tionnaire and all were allowed sufficient time to complete
the questions.
so.

All those who were requested-to attend did

The test administration took approximately one hour.

All
~--~--

subjects met at the same time and reported to the same place
to answer the questions.
RELIABILITY
Statistical analysis for the study was taken from
psychometric theory.

A test item cannot considered useful

until the issue of its reliability is dealt with.

Reliability

depends entirely on the average correlation among items and
the number of items.49 An equation representing this relak
~ 2
tionship is rkk = k:r ( 1- -~ 2 ). In this equation rkk equals
reliability, k equals the number of items in the test, cr 2
equals the sumrnation of variances, and oy2 equals the total
variance.

The answer received when values are plugged in

"represents the expected correlation of one test with an alternative form containing the same number of itemso

The

square root of coefficient alpha is the estimated correlation
of a test with errorless true scores. 11 50 Thus, coefficient
alpha is the expected correlation of one test with another
test of the same length when the two tests purport to measure

49Jum Nunnally, Ps;y:chometri,c TheQIT (New York:
Hill, Inc., 1967), P• 193.
50ibi_2:., p. 196.

HcGraw-
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the same thing.

"Coefficient alpha can also be derived as

the expected correlation between an actual test and a

hypo~

thetical alternative form, one that may never be constructed. 11 5 1
The measure was tested for reliability in each area

..;
ii;i::---

~
u_

and was generally found to be quite reliable.

This was done

by sections so as to keep the number of items to the statistically necessary maximum.

The total instrument was also

tested for reliabiliti and received a score of .93 reliability.
Since a .6 factor.of reliability is considered acceptable for
research when using a new instrument this test is quite reliable.

The reliability factor of each section will be dis-

cussed at the beginning of the discussion of that section.,
The correlations between items on the test were sought
and used to indicate how meaningful the responses were.

In

coorelation analysis these are different indices of correlation but they all have one thing in common:

they describe

the degree of relationship between variables.5 2

It must be

remembered that the most an experimenter can hope for is a
trend toward correspondence between two variables.
The correlations between two measures can be thought
of as the co-variance of the two measures divided by the
product of the standard diviation of the two measures. That
t·
co-variance
53 Th
4 s·.
....
corre 1 a·~on =product of the standard deviation·
e
co-variance 12 is defined as the average cross product of two
51JEiA., p. 197.

5~i£e, P• 108.

=

x 1 x2

N
where x 1 equals
12
the deviation scores on one measure, x2 equals the corresponding deviation scores on another measure, and N equals the
sets of deviation scores:

number of pairs.54

Co-variance is interrelating a set of
q __ _

variables.
At the same time, variance is 11 explained11 by studying
co-variance among measures of different attributes. The
scientist hopes to find a relatively small number of basic
variables that will explain the variation in many other
~~--,------~va!!-i-a~b-1-es~~-·Th~e_v_arign_ce of one variable is 11 explained"
by another to the extent that the variables co-vary or
correlate. Thus, if performance in school.correlates
highly with measures of intelligence, social background,
motivation, and others, the performance in school is
explained by the other variables.55
Therefore, variance was measured and used in calcu-·
lating co-variance and ultimately correlation between items.
These figures will be dealt with in the chapter dealing with
interpretation of data for the individual sections.

54

~.: P• 113.

55Ibid., pp. 104-105.

CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The original data from the testing instrument were
divided into four main categories to fit Etzioni 1 s model.
These categories are psychological and social tension, coordination, ·wasted means, and strain towards an effective
type.

The questions are matched vdth the areas to which they

apply.

Correlations vary greatly vdth some very high corre-

lations recorded in the two large groups of psychological and
social tension, and coordination.

In the short sections, how-

ever, the correlations do not go above the normal range for
experimental studies.

After a review of the literature on

psychometric theory it was discovered that the variation of
correlations between the short sections and the long ones is
statistically normal.

~~J.lhis

var:i.ation is caused by the ratio

of respondents to the number of questions asked in each section~

Nunnally gives as a rule of thumb that there should be

a minimum of five respondents for each question asked (i.e.,
if there are ten questions in a section, there should be fifty
respondents).

vHthout this safety precautj_on, too much is

left to chance ..
On this basis it was decided that the four groups be
broken dovm into smaller areas to allow a better ratio..

This

also allowed for a more manageable treatment of the factors
involved in this study.

The data included in the four

36
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categories were turned over to a trained research scientist
unfamiliar with the study.

This was done to avoid inadvertant

tampering with results through the knowledge of the previously
·~--.-.-

found correlations.

The judge was given the instruction to

t=_
q __

divide the two long sections (psychological and social tension,
and coordination) into small groups and to place the relevant
questions in each group.

He was not given a minimum or maximum

----n.umher-of_q~u~eB:tinns___allowed

to a grou-p_, as it was felt this

could create unreal categories.

Once the selection was com-

pleted, the new groupings were used to run correlations again.
There still remained some quite high correlations and some
low, but the categories selected looked satisfactory based on
the-correlations.
Each category is handled separately.

At the beginning

of each section there is a table which shows which questions
are being discussed, the individual question's correlation
with the section studied, and the correlation of that question
with the total test.

The mean score is also included, and if

the score indicated a negative response to the agency it is
placed in parentheses.

Statements with an asterisk are

written in the negative form, but their mean scores are to
be read as if the statements had appeared in the positive
form.

This procedure was done to facilitate the tabulation

of scores.
It should be mentj_oned that under proper statistical
conditions an acceptable correlation is approximately o25, and
a very good correlation ·.40 (see Nunnally).

However-, since

38
it was not possible to use an appropriately large sample
inj.tially, the correlations must be viewed with that in mind.
Therefore, a correlation of .35 will be considered the first
reasonable correlation.
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COHHUNICATION
This section deals With the factors involved in the
communications network.

All questions correlat.e acceptably
~~ --

with this section although there is a wider distribution than
occurred in the previous section.

This section had a reli-

ability factor of .85.
The questj.ons on information generally brought a negative response.

There is too much information to be handled;

information is not communicated well; it does not arrive in
time to be of use; and it is not cleare

Apparently, not only

is there enough information, but in fact, there is too much
with which to deal.

(Information received by the respondents

is accurate but it is not clear).

A view emerges of the

worker delayed with instructions and policies which he finds
of little use, both in terms of timing and on the basis of
clarity.

The worker seems frustrated by time necessarily

spent going through communications and there is evidence of
lack of coordination.

J..,ess information, more compact and

more timelyt might be more beneficial to the agency.,
The only question which remained genuinely posi tj_ve
was that dealing vnth satisfaction concerning
with co-workers.

con~unication

TLBLE 3.

Communication

Sto.tements

:Number

93

I am satisfied ~~th my communication
v.~th my co-workers.

89

Nean Score a

Corrie lations
~~
Total

.41

.30

1.58

I can deal ~~th all the information I·
receive during the day.

.57

.37

(3.00)

I have .:>,.dequo.te information to make
my decisions.

.63

.43

2.46

85

I am satisfied vii th the way information
is communicated.

.68

.50

(3.28)

99

Information pertaining to my job arrives
in time to be of use.

.72

.57

(2.77)

87

Information pertaining to my job is accurate.

~77

2.28

88

The information pertaining to my job is clear.

.78

•44
.53

86

I receive a sufficient amount of information
to perform my job.

.81

.52 .

108

( 2. 73)
2.40

aParentheses indicate negative Hean Score.~
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JOB SATISFACTION
In this section only questions 103 and 16 do not
correlate with the other factors measured.

Unlike the ques-

~---

g_--=~---

tions in the previous section these two questions have mean
scores which are within the normal range for all the questions
in this section.

They did not deal with the same factors as

did other questions.

Question 103 proved irrelevant to this

test but mi.ght be useful for another test group.

Question 16

showed that in general, respondents do not feel they are asked
to do too much work.
The rest of the questions correlate moderately to well
with one another.

The factors dealt with are the attainment

of personal and professional goals, the relation of the respondent to his supervisor, the evaluation of job performance,
and the availability of information.

Many of the questions

ask whether the respondent receives adequate E?Upport from his
supervisor and others to keep him satisfied.
generally yes.
· evaluation.

The answer is

However, this is not true in the case of job

This topic and that of continued attainment of

professi.onal goals are the only two negative areas in this
section.

Therefore, in general, the respondents are satis-

fied with the topics studied here.· This section had a .72
reliability factor placj_ng it well within the acceptable range
for experimental data.

TLBLE 2.

Job Satisfaction

Corr(~lations

Sto.tements

Number

J .• S.Ib
1
J

-zc
0 ...)

:1:

Total

I

oJn asked to do too much work.

• 1Lt.

.23

2.20

.22

.28

1.80

16c

I

17

Work~_ng

j_n the o.gency contributes to the
fulfillment of my personal goals.

.39

.28

2.32

38

My i:r:mwdiate cv.pervisor allows me to handle
my job in the wo.y I see fit.

.41

.43

2.12

65

:Hy supervisor agrees w:Lth my job-relo.ted goals. .42

.42

1.92

1+0

I am treated as .if I were well qualified
for my job ..

-44

.39

1.96

challenging.

.51

.40

1.80

find my

15

I

12

I

am able to fulfill my professional goals
in my present position.

.57

.30

2.26

13

With normal o.dvo.n:cement in the agency I \Vill
be able to continue fulfilling my professional
goals.

.62

.43

(2.70)

receive a sufficient mnount of information
to perform my job.

.65

..52

2.40

86

,,I

feel that decisions are mnde at levels
lower than where e.ccurate and adequate
information exists.

Hean Score a

·~vork:

I

I' I''

,r.i.f' l.i

I

J:T

I

,I,

'I

-1="
N

'I

TABLE 2 (continued)
Corrclntion
J.s . bl Total

Stc.t0ments

Number

~~
("'
a
hec:.n
..:>core

The ngency•s method of evaluating job
performo.nce is fctr ..

.66

.67

(2.64)

102

People at my level have adequate decisionmakins responsibility.

.65

.. 62

2.36

108

I have adequate information to make
my decisions.

.69

.43

2.46

84

aParentheses indico.te negative Hean Score.
bJob Satsifaction.
cThis question was worded so that a positive score indilates a negative response
to the agency, therefore, when the Mean Score was determinedlthe score was reversed
so t!J.at the Table indj_cates how much negative response is fe1Lt to·ward the agency.
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TRAINING
While the first three questions show no correlation
either with the section or the total test, i t should be noted
that this is caused, at least in part, by the fact that they
are the most extreme for the section.

A lack of correlation

does not negate tpe importance of an answer but may show that
--------=a~l=l~r~e~spondents

feel the. same about the questions asked regard-

less of their answers on other subjects.
case here.

That is clearly the

The respondents agree and feel strongly that; (1)

their training and experience are consistent with the qualifications of their classification; (2) that agency goals should
be more clearly defined during the recruiting interview; and

(3) they·feel their orientation was not adequate prior to
assuming their duties.
What do these three answers taken together mean?
first glance they appear inconsistent.

At

However, the respon-

dents clearly felt that they were not since there was strong
agreement among them.

Therefor·e, the researcher must recog-

·nize that while training and experience fit with the qualifications needed for the respondent's various jobs, neither is
adequate.

This may indicate not only dissatisfaction with

the training but also with the job itself.

It does show a

decided dissatisfaction with the information the worker received about the job during the recruiting interview as compared with what he actually experienced on the job.
The next two questions appear to have low correlations

45
because they seem not to pertain to things covered in the
rest of the test.

Question 32 does show a feeling of in-

adequate training, however Question 33 may show a lack of
concern over the training manual and alone is not a useful

..
~

-

b
~-----

question.
The rest of the questions did correlate well enough
to signify their relevance to the purpose of the questionnaire.

All of them have negative mean scores showing an

overall m.ssatisfaction with training.

These questions did

not, except in one instance, relate to training by particular
supervisors, but rather by the agency.

The only question

relating to training by a particular supervisor was answered
positively.

All but Question 111 and Question 34 had good

total correlations with the total test.

This section had a

reliability factor of .79.
The section on training is very revealing.

Respondents·

state more than once that they are not well trained and that
resources are inadequate to allow proper training.

This feel-

ing must only lead to tension for the individual who continues
to operate under such conditions.

Also a lack of adequate

training indicates a lack of coordination Within the agency.
Proper coordination of resources with needs would seem to
require proper training.

If the agency does not stress

training as a prime objective it indicates that it does not
consider the work to be done as difficult or involved"

How-

ever, the workers have stated emphatically that training does
not equal the job to be performed.

TABLE 1 •

Training

Statements

Number

26

l1y training and experience are consistent
with the qualifications of my classification

I

CorreQ_ations
T0 I Total

11ean Score

.. 1 0

• 11

2.02

Agency goals should be more ~learly defined
durj_nc; the recruiting interview.

.04

.33

(4.81)

feel my orientation was adequate prior
to assuming my duties.

.03

.23

(4. 1 0)

have been adequately trained to interpret
the reculations governing my job ..

.23

• 14

(2.67)

have been adequately trained to interpret
the manual.,

.27

.00

2.48

position~

.37

.06

(2.62)

Hy supervisor trained me so that I could
competently fill a higher position.

.37

.09

2.41.

28

Hy duties were adequ.ately explEd.ned before
I assumed my position within the agency.,

.67

.50

(3.02)

36

The training resources are excellent.

.76

.61

(3.20)

29c

31c

I

32

I

33

I

31+

I have had adequate training for my present

111
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TABLE 1 (continued)
StD.tements

Number

37

I feel well trained.

He.:m Score t'··

Correllations
Tb I
Total

.77

(2.95)

.51

aParenthoses indico.te negative He an Score.

bTrainin~.
cThis question vms worded so that a positive score indi'lcates a negative response
to the agency, therefore, when the Hean Score was determinedj the score was reversed
so that the Table indicates how much negative response is fejlt toward the agency.
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COMMUNITY FEELINGS .. ·

This section has several questions which appear
closely related •... However, the responses do not indicate
this to be the case.

Employees at the same level do not

agree in the interpretation of the goals of the agency.
Neither do fellow workers share the respondents' opinion on

position share similar goals.

Therefore, the subjects felt

that, as individuals, they have the same goals but different
interpretations of agency goals.

Respondents recognize their

disparity with the organization'.s goals but they refuse to
attribute this to disagreement among their peers over goals.
The responses to this group of questions points'to internal
fragmentation of the agency over what the goals are and how
to carry out goals.
The feeling of fragmentation is further supported by
the response to 'Question 82 that there is not a substantial
amount of teamwork within the

agency~

This is certainly

caused in part by differen.ces in the interpretations of
goals.

Surely a person who does not feel that those around

him share his opinions about the agency or his interpretations
of goals must feel isolated.

If this feeling is accurate

there must be both a lack of coordination and a feeling of
s.ocial·. or psychological tension.

The responses to these

questions do then, in fact, provide support for Etzioni's
theory.

~--=--

49
The question on the usefulness of unit meetings is a
bit difficult to fit with the other questions of this section
but there is apparently some common factor as it correlated
quite well with the rest of the section.

It may be that the

respondent feels more sense of unity within his unit.,

-:

While

it cannot be certain at this point, the worker may feel a
distinction between his peers within his unit and those else-

_______w~er~_in_th~_gg~n~~··----~--------------------------------------------~

TABLE 4.

Community Feelings

Number

Statements

CorrJ~lations

CF ])
••

1

Hean Scorea

rntl
o a
...

68

Employees at my level agree in the
interpretation of the agency.

.58

.56

(2.97)

82

There is a subst&~tial amount of teamwork
~~thin the agency.

.58

.58

(3.10)

96

I find my unit. meetings helpful.

.63

.56

2.46

64.

Others in my position share my job-related
goals.

.65

.33

2.22

I find that most of my fellow ,Norkers share
my opinions on topics relating to the agency.

.65

.48

(2.68)

79

aParentheses indicate negative Hean Score.
be ommunl~Y
·
· · F ee_lngs.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE AGENCY
Most of this section is negative.

Communication is
~-~-~--:--

generally inadequate and this is carried into areas relating
to the job itself.

This takes place within the categories

of job description and with policy pertaining to a particular
job.

stated that the respondent did know what the goals of the
agency were.

(However, there was conflict over the respon-

dents• professional goals and those of the agency).
Decisions are often delayed thus causing problems,
and when they are not, they are often made at levels too high
_in the agency.
All of the responses in this section contribute to a
feeling of social and psychological tension.
tribute to a lack of coordination.

Several con-

A worker responsible to

others must come under great stress when decisions are made
higher up which he feels are based on inadequate information.
-'Also, long delays cause embarrassment and stress when subordinates or clients are involved.
indicate a lack of coordination.

Delayed decisions also
Conflict over professional

and agency goals indicates either inadequate training and
orientation or a divergence of opinion on what are appropriate
goals.

The knowledge of agency goals might on the surface

appear to be a positive reflection on the agency.

However,

coupled with the knowledge that personal professional goals

--'c-

52
are at variance with them cannot but add to a sense of
frustration on the part of the employees.
,.._
~

~ ~-;:---:-:
!:">------

5
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Objectives of the Agency

I

101c

feel that more direct lines of
communication should be opened.

feel thQt decisions are made at levels
higher than where accurate and adequate
information exists.

.52

.41

(3.34)

My job is adequately described by
Civil Service~

.61

.54

(3. 02)

.61

.48

2.40

I must frequently reinterpret policy
statements of the agency to fit my
circumstances.

.62

.49

(3.44)

There is rarely a conflict between my professional goals and the goals of the agency.

.65

.48

(3. 12)

Problems are frequently created because
decisions are delayed.

• 71

.49

(3.46)

I

104c

Mean Score a

Corre:11ations
O.• Ab
Total
.52
.47

Statements

Number

(4.50)

I

27

62 . I feel that I know what the goals of
the o..e;ency are.
106c

69
107c

aParentheses indicate negative Hean Score.
bObjectives of the Agency.
cThis question ':ras worded so that a posj_tive score indilcates a negative response
to the agency, therefore, when the Hean Score vms determined! the score :·ms reversed
so that the Table i:nd~i_cates hovT mv.ch negative response is felt tm.·mrd the agency ..
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GOALS
Many of the questions in this section appeared under
objectives of the agency.

As with that section all the cor-

§=-:-

g ___ _

relations are rather high.

Only Question 59 and Question 67

need be examined here because the relationship between the
other questions has already been discussed in previous sections.

tively.
There was a strong feeling evidenced both in answer
to Question 59 and in discussions with workers that the
evaluation system did not prevent personal bias.
a disturbing issue among those with whom we spoke.

This was
It is

. tension producing to many people and seems to support Etzioni 1 s
theory.
Also, a problem for the respondents is the fact that
they felt that the administration and the social worker do not
agree in their interpretation of the agency.
both tension and lack of coordination$

This signifies

This is an important

factor in light of Etzioni's theory and will ·be more fully
discussed later.

TABLE 6.

Statements

Number
104 c

59
106c

107c

I

Corre]Lations.
Gb I Total

Hean Score a

I feel that decj_sions are made at levels
higher tht:L."'l V!here accurate and adequate
informc>.tion exists.

.52

.41

(3.34)

I feel that the present system effectively
prevents personal biases in personnel
evaluations

·57

.62

(3.69)

I must frequently reinterpret policy
statements of the agency to fit my
circumstances.

.57

.49

(3.44)

I feel that I know what the goals of the
agency are.

.62

.48

2.40

The administration and the social worker
.agree in their interpretation of the
goals of the agency.

.62

.53

(3.43)

Problems are frequently created because
decisions are delayed.

.64

-49

(3.46)

62
67

Goells

\.n
\.n
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TABLE 6 (continued)
Statements

Number

There is rarely a conflict between my professional goals and the goals of the agency.

69

Hean Scorea

Correllations
Gb I Total

.68

.48

.(3.12)

aParentheses indicate negative Hean Score.
b

Goals.

cThis question was worded so that a positive score indl~~cates a negative response
to the agency, therefore, when the Mean Score was determine the score was reversed
so that the Table indicates how much negative response is felt toward the agency.
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INTERACTION/INFLUENCE
While the last two sections were very positive, this
section is quite negative.

There is a high degree of cor-

relation throughout the section.

Evidently this section does

deal with interrelated factors.
The first question was the only one answered posi________t,iy~~y_and_it__do~~-no~~ubstantially correlate with some of
the others.

This instance was discussed in a previous section.

Possibly the most important questions are 19 and 18.
There is not a positive feeling perceived either vrithin the
organization or in the community.
discontent.

This section shows great

There are grounds for tension and dissatisfaction

. in people who feel no respect for their job coming from the
community they serve and a negative atmosphere where they
work.

7.

TABV~

Interc.ction/Influence

Statements

lhmber

I

Corre!lations
I/Ib I Total

1-'Iean Score a

64

Others in my position share my job-related
goals.

.50

.. 33

2.22

68

Employees at my level aeree in their
interpretQtion of the agency.

.57

.56

( 2. 97)

79

I find that most of my fellow workers
sh<ITe my opinj_ons on topics relating
to the agency.

.52

e48

(2.68)

85

I am satisfied 'Nith the way information
is communicated.

.52

.50

(3.28)

84

The agency's method of evaluating job
performance is fair.

.55

.67

(2.64)

19

I find the community response to-my work
is positive.

.57

.54

(3.54)

18

There is a positive atmosphere in the agency.

.62

.52

(3.10)

82

There is a substantial amount of tea.'nv!Ork
within the agency.

.63

.58

(3.10)

I

aParentheses indicate negative Mean Score.
\.n
00

binteraction/Influence.
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SUPERVISOR/~1PLOYEE

RELATIONS

The items in the section correlate well with one
another except for the first question.

This may well be

because this is the only question in this section about
supervisors which was answered negatively.

The only other

negatively answered item questions the evaluation system

The rest of this section,. as with the last, is answered

verypositively~

It indicates satisfaction over the

relationship with the supervisor as well as with the ability
of the supervisor.

The Worker feels that he receives ade-

quate support from his supervisor.

All these things make for

a pleasanter place to work and can build a good morale.

How-

ever, taken with other sections this positive relationship
appears undercut by disagreements with superiors and may well
put the supervisors into a very difficult position between
employees with whom they once worked and administration whom
they now represent.
There is a discrepancy between Question 47 and Question 1+2..

Possibly this means that in personal situations

workers feel that supervisors show some bias but in decisionmaking on the job, such as what policy to follow, supervisors
do not, generally, allow bias to enter into the process.
ever, this cannot be adequately determined from the data.

How-

TABLB 8.

Supervisor/Employee Relations

Hum beT'

CorreJlat~ ons

Stc:.tem.ents

S/E.R. ld~
l1y immediate supervisor tends to support
some employees more than others.

.24

.28

(2.86)

59

I

feel that the present system effectively
prevents personc.l biases in personnel
evaluations.

-34

.62

(3.69)

Personnel evaluations are useful in my worl):.

.46

-44

2.44

.46

.09

2.41

.l~ 7

• 6L~

2.20

Hy supervisor trained me so that I could

111

competently fill a higher position.

1

I.

I

Total

47c

58
''

Hean Scorea

39c

I

49

Vlhen m.y supervj_sor c·orrects me I do not
feel I have lost his basic support.

-55

.52

1.66

Lj.1

My supervisor's decisions display an accurate
evaluo.tion of the department ..

-56

.54

1.10

My supervisor does not let personal emotions
color his decisions.

.56

.43

2.03

Hy j_mmediate supervisor encourages me to
discuss e_spects of my job \vith him.

-56

.53

1. 72

When I mru-;:e mistakes I feel free to report
them.

.58

.51

1.78

42
50
48

feel that the supervision is excessive.

~
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TJillLE 8 (continued)
Nunber

Statements·

Correlation
I
S E.R. b Total

Hean Score a

92

I am si-,_tisfied vii th my communication 1.Yith
my supervisor.

.60

.49

1.89

43

My immediate supervisor is well qualified
for his job ..

.64

e57

1.70

51

I feel free to discuss aspects of my job
vii th my immediate supervisor.

.69

.50

1.76

45

I know that if GL"l1 incident should D.rise
where my actions ·were being questioned
my immedio.te su.pervisor would give me his
full support.

.70 I

.69

2.14

.77
.80

.59

1.86

.67

2.20

If I have a problem I know my supervisor
will be able to give me a helpful and
reliable solution

44

Hy supervisor's decisions are consistent.

1+6

~arentheses indicate negative Hean Score.

bSupervisor/Employee Relations.
cThis question vras worded SC' that a positive score ind~cates a negative response
to the agency, therefore, when the 11een Score was determined the score was reversed
so that the TGtble j_ndicates how much negative response is f~lt toward the agency.
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CONFIDENCE AND SUPPORT
All the questions in this section correlate meaningfully.

The questions dealing with the respondent's parr.J __ _

ticular supervisor were answered positively.

Therefore, the

respondents are, in general, satisfied with their own supervisors, though they do not like to be evaluated.
_ _ _ _f_or

t_hj-s_l_ac_k_o_f__c~QnJlill_is

The reason

at least -partially exr>lained
~==~~-----~

by the response to Question 65 in which the respondent reveals that supervisor and worker share the same job-related
goals.

However, Question 67 indicates that this agreement

does not continue throughout the agency.

The fact that.the

policy-makers do not agree with the workers would cause
frustration, tension, and probably lack of coordination.
However, for the most part this section shows that
workers are satisfied with their supervision.
very positive j_nput for the agency.

This is a

TABLE 9.

Confidence/Support

Statements

Number

60

'i'

CorreJations
c;sb I Total

:Hean Score a

Personnel evaluations are viewed with
equal importance throughout the agency.

.37

.42

(4. 1 0)

My supervisor's decisions display an
accurate evaluation of the department.

.43

.54

1. 10

The administration and the social worker
agree in their interpretation of the goals
of the agency.

.52

.53

(3.43)

43

My immediate-supervisor is well qualified
for his job.

.53

.57

1.70

65

My supervisor agrees with my job-related goals •• 59

.42

1.92

38

My supervisor allows me to handle my job in
the way I see fit.

.61

.43

2.28

People at my level have adequate decisionmaking responsibility.

.65

.62

2.36

I feel that the supervision is excessive.

.68

.64

2.20

Worker and supervisor discuss the goals of
the department.

.70

.53

2.44

41

67

102

39
66

aParentheses indicate negative Mean Score.
~

bconfidence/Support.
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WASTED MEANS
The section on wasted means deals with questions on
information, decisions, supervision, and time.

The efficient

or inefficient use of these factors does indicate wasted or
well used means.

Means may be seen as all the tools, tan-

gible and intangible, which may be used to reach one's goal.

was the same length through both statistical compilations.
Only Questions 107, 97 and 98 do not adequately correlate
·With the other items and those are only slightly.below the
acceptable standard.
The highest correlations for the section deal with
information and how it is used, and communication.

Generally,

the respondents are displeased with how information is communicated and how fast it arrives.
feel that it is adequate.

When it does come they

As mentioned elsewhere, they do

feel that it is excessive.
Several results supported Etzioni's theory.

They

indicate wasted means as far as information was concerned,
especially when it is recalled that the workers feel they
receive much too much informationo
On the other hand, workers do feel that their unit
meetings are helpful and that supervision is not excessive,
which shows means well used.
It may be that this section should have included
other areas of interest such as time spent in the filing of
reports vs .. client meetings, etc.

However, the questionnaire

65
was not originally designed to fit this thesis and so some
things were regrettedly omitted.
~

~--

TABLE 10.

Wasted Heans

I

Statements

·Number

W.M.b/
85
99
86
108
39c
107c
105
98c

1.-::eai'l Scorea

.Corre~ations

Total

I am so.tisfied vdth the way informat:ion
is communicated.

.66

.50

(3.28)

Information pertaining to my job arrives
in time to be of use.

.62

·57

(2.77)

I receive a sufficient amount of information
to perform my job.

.60

.52

2.40

I have adequate information to make my
decisions.

-44

-43

2.46

feel that supervision is excessive.

.40

.64

2.20

Problems are frequently created because
decisions are delayed.

~31

·49

(3.46)

Most decision-makers use the information
available to them effectively.

-45

.5

2.60

I find the time spent in meetings (other
than unit) does not conflict ~~th my work.

.34

-31

I

-z.·

:/

(3.32)

a-a--
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Tf~LE 10

(continued)

Statements

Number

97

I. find that time
spent in unit meetines
.
no~
excesslve.

lS

~

Corre!lations
W.M.bj
Total

.34

..40

~1ean Scorea

2.12

aParentheses indicQte negative response.
bwasted HeQns.
cThis question. v:as worded so that a positive score indibates a negative response
to the agency, therefore, when the Hean Score was determined! the score was reversed
so that the Table indicates how much negative response is fe!lt toward the agency.
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STRAIN TOWARD AN EFFECTIVE TYPE
This section did not meet experimental reliability
requirements.

It had a reliability factor of

reason for this is simple.

.54.

The

When the measure was designed

there was no intention of testing for this.

Therefore,

questions were sought out later rather than devised for this

four questions having correlations within the acceptable
range.

It is difficult to determine whether the questions

with acceptable correlations are particularly meaningful
for this secti·on since they obviously deal with related sub.ject matter.

Therefore, it is felt that this section cannot

be used to determine whether the agency is in the process
of straining toward a more effective type of organization.

TABLE 11.

Strain Towards an Effective Type

Number
106c

104c

103c

101 c
102
67

68
73
. 69

'i

,,,1,1

1:

I

Statements

Hean Score a

Corre[lations
S.E.T./b Total

must frequently reinterpret policy
statements of the agency to fit my
circumstances.

.01

.. 49

(3.44)

feel that decisions are made at levels
higher than where accurate and adequate
information exists.

.06

.41

(3.44)

feel that decisions are made at levels
lower than where accurate and adequate
information exists.

.07

.23

2.20

feel that more direct lines of communication
should be opened.

.18

.47

(4.50)

People at my level have adequate decisionmaking responsibility.

.27

.62

2.36

The administration and the social worker
agree in their interpretation of the goals
of the agency.

.28

.53

(3.43)

Employees at my level agree in their
interpretation of the agency.

.39

.56

(2.97)

My job-related goals have changed significantly since I entered the agency.

.41

.30

(2.72)

There is rarely a conflict between my professional goals and the goals of the agency.

.45

.48

(3. 12)

I

I

I

I

ol.r I

r·

1H1

I

'Iii

0'\
\..0

'I
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TABLE 11 (continued)
Statements

l'Jumber

I feel a personal investment in the
goals of the ~gency.

63

Hean Scorea

Correlhtions
S.E.T.bl Total

.53

.56

2.34

aParentheses indicate negative Nean Score.
bstrain Towards an Effective Type.
cThis question was worded so that a positive score indicates a negative response
to the agency, therefore, when the Nean Score was determined the score was reversed
so that the Table indicates how much negative response is fel,t toward the agency.
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CONCLUSIONS

~
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The hypothesis proposed in this study is that incongruent organizations will show certain characteristics.
These are wasted means, lack of coordination, psychological
and social tension, and strain toward an effective type.

A

social welfare organization was selected for study.· Previous
discussion has specified why this type of organization may
be seen to be incongruent.

Therefore, this study has examined

the welfare organization for the expected characteristics.
WASTED MEANS
Within the section on wasted means there were only a
few indicators.

There was a feeling that excessive time was

·spent in meetings.

There was dissatisfaction over the com-

munication of information.

However, other parts of the ques-

tionnaire contributed greatly to the findings of this study.
While there is too much information dispersed it is not clear
and it does not arrive in time.

Therefore, energy and time

are being wasted in the process of writing and dispersing
information as well as in the process of delaying decisions
until such information arrives.

The communications network

is f aili.ng, at least on an organizational and official levelo
One of the highest negative scores .for the entire test was
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received by the question regarding the opening of more direct
lines of communication.
There was mention of·problems over·training.
viewed as largely inadequate.

It was

People did not know what was

expected of them as they entered the agency and then did not
recei v.e the training to perform well on the job.
All of these.problems show a degree of wasted means.

effectively with all the problems which have been cited
above.

As mentioned above, time arid energy is being wasted.

·Money must also be being lost in the process.

In a future

study it might be possible to seek out other indicators such
as whether the organization uses the right people for the
right job or whether records and files that are required are
utilizede

LACK OF COORDINATION
Virtually all of the problems discussed above pertain
to this section.,

Communication does not fit the organization

.or lend itself to understanding.

Workers do not feel them-

selves to be a part of a smooth-running organization.
. ing does not fit the job.

The question

tial amount of teamwork within the
tive response.

11

Train-

th ere is a substan-

agenc~'

received a nega-

The presence of teamwork would indicate some

degree of coordination.

The fact that workers think more

highly of their own supervisors than of anyone else in the
agency may be an indication that the units do not have

2-_---_-:
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sufficient knowledge of other units.
on goals.

Agreement is lacking

Decisions are often delayed or made at .levels

considered inappropriately high by the respondents.

Policy

statements are considered so inappropriate that they must
~-------

frequently be re-interpreted to be of use to those who receive
them.

From all these observations it is possible to support

Etzioni 1 s theory.

T~ere

is an apparent lack of coordination

'·

-----'Wi-thin_th_e___ag_e_n~y_.,

_________________________~

SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TENSION
The traits of social and psychological tension among
the respondents were well tested by the instrument.

The

questionnaire was designed to test for these characteristics.
There seems to be no tension between workers and their immediate supervisors.
counterparts.

Both sides show respect for their

However, there is a large degree of alienation

between the workers and the agency.

Goals are not agreed

upon between the agency and the worker.
badly handled.

Communication is

Personnel evaluations are seen as unfair.

agency does not provide adequate tr8ining facilities.
result the worker does not feel well-trained.
certain about his goals vs. agency goals.
well-thought of in the community.

The

As a

He feels un-

He does not feel

He does not feel close

to other workers since he has stated that there is no teamwork and since he does not feel that others generally agree
with him in his interpretation of the agency.

He feels fre-

quent conflicts between his professional and his personal
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goals.

This summary of the respondents' feelings present a

grim picture.

Such a work situation cannot be conducive to

a relaxed atmosphere or a happy individual.

Thus, social

and psychological tension are strongly indicated and further
substantiate Etzioni 1 s theory.
STRAIN TOWARD AN EFFECTIVE TYPE

type of organization was not adequately shown.

The researcher

feels, however, that a more precise study might well point
up strains upon the organization to fit
type.

in~o

a congruent

This.is based on responses to individual questions.
The problems of agreement over goals between worker

and agency provides a profound clue to this.

When the wel-

fare system is viewed as a whole and the sources of power
recognized, the researcher gains insight into this problem
over goalse

It may be that, as established, a welfare de-

partment necessarily suffers from attempts by the various
interest groups (citizen, government, worker, and client) to
transform the agency into .a body which functions to serve its
particular goals.

That is, since there are several distinct

groups representing separate goals, a struggle may be unavoidable.

This struggle may be equated to some degree with

at attempt to become an effective type because should one
faction finally win, contradictory information would cease
and the organization could function more effectively.

It

would, by virtue of having only one set of goals, have the

§---=-:-=
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possibility of becoming a congruent type.
Other clues are provided by the response that policy
statements must be reinterpreted as they filter down.

This

.-l---

~

may indicate attempts by both agency and worker to make the
W----

agency fit a more congruent model.

In other words, it may

be an attempt to make policy coincide with the picture each
wishes to promote of the agency.

However, this was not

validation from some further study.
All but one of Etzioni 1 s traits have been substantiated.

That one (strain .toward an effective type) is in-

conclusive rather than negated.

Therefore, the hypothesis

that incongruent types of organizations do, in fact, evidence
attributes which work against the smooth and efficient running of that organization is accepted.

It is hoped that

further study will be done to substantiate this typology
and its accompanying characteristicse
CRITICISMS OF THE STUDY
There were problems with th€1 study which could be
corrected in follow-ups.

The instrument was not originally

designed to deal with the theoretical question which it
later tested.

It is possible to design additional questions

which would benefit the measurement of characteristics.

It

is suggested that for future studies a new section be designed
to deal with the specific problems of measuring the degree
of strain occurring with organizations to adapt themselves
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to more effective types of organization.
New measures for observing wasted means could also
be used.

Such things as studies of work output and time

~-~--

""' ____ _
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spent in particular·. jobs would be beneficial.
Also, it would be well to use more respondents.
this study there were fifty respondents.
agency.

However~

In

This was 25% of the

to achieve a higher degree of statistical

be valuable.
It is also suggested that some other devices be used
along with the. written questionnaire.
further support of the findings.

This could provide

The use of interviews and

written records would be useful.,

FURrHER STUDY
The questionnaire was designed not only to test
workers in a welfare agency.

It was felt that the instrument

could easily be amended to be used in other organizations.,
An interepting study which would greatly aid in acceptance
·of Etzioni's model would be the use of this instrument in a
normative voluntary service organization (e.,g • .a nursing
convent) to test for the presence of the characteristics
found here.

According to the model this should provide the

antithesis of the findings for this study and might.offer
interesting comparative information.,

However, studies of

utilitarian, coercive, and incongruent types of organizations
would be of great value.

It is hoped that these studies will

77
take place to either substantiate or negate the theory
offered by Etzionie
~
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Appendix A
DIRECTOR'S HESSAGE
Public welfare is a three-way partnership between the Federal
Government, the State and the County. Historically, the objective has been solely to provide financial ai.d. However,
with passing of the 1962 Federal Soci.al Security Act "Service"
Amendments, a dramatic change has evolved. This agency is
now trained and staffed to provide meaningful and helpful
social services to indi.viduals in addl-t-ion to monetary aiel-;
Reflecting the "service" emphasis, the California Welfare
and Institutions Code now refers to the former ''Public Assistance" as "Public Social Services." The Code states its purposes as:
1.

Providing on behalf of the general public, and within the limits of public resources, reasonable support and maintenance for needy and dependent families
and persons.

2.

Renderine appropriate services to assist individuals
to develop or use whatever capacity they can maintain or achieve for self-care or self-support.

3.

Giving protective services to handicapped or deprived
persons subject to social or legal disability and to.
children and others subject to exploitation jeopardizing their present or future health, opportunity for
normal development or capacity for independence.

In the spirit of the philosophy of the State law, the San Joaquin
.County Board of Supervisors, I, and my staff are dedicated to
the objective of helpj_ng PE?Ople help themselves to the very
maximum extent possible ..
The contents of this brochure are intended to set forth the
services which today are avaj_lable to our clientele o
RUSSELL GRAY
Director
1san Joaquin County, ~~~.§._tance_Service~
pan .!!o.agu,in.. County (Stockton, California: July 1969T, p. 1.
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SOCIAL SERVICE PROJECT QUESTIONNAIRE
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1. · Sex

M

F

2.

Marital Status

3.

Program area

5.

Main support of family unit

6.

Do you O\Vn (or are buying) your ovm home ?

7.

Spouse's occupation---------------------------

8.

Length of service in public welfare ? _ _ __

9.

Length of service in this agency ?___________~

--------------------------------Yes

No
Yes

No

.,

10~

Did you have any formal orientation prior to assuming
your first position in the agency ?
Yes
No

11.

Did you complete formal orientation?

Yes

No

Please indicate your answers to the questions below by
selecting one of the following responses.
1 - agree strongly
2 = agree moderately

3 = agree slightly
4 - disagree slightly
5 ;;; disagree moderately
6 - disagree strongly
_12.

I am able to fulfill my professional goals in my
present position.

_13.

With normal advancement in the agency, I will be
able to continue fulfilling my professional goals in
the future.
My acceptance of a promotion would depend on the
program in which it-were offered.
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....,;._15.

I findmy work challenging.

_16.

I am asked to do too much work by the agency.

___ 17~

Working in the agency contributes to the fulfillment
of my personal goals.

___ 18.

There is a positive atmosphere within the agency.

_19 ..

I find the community response to my work positive.

_20.

·The present salary plan is adequ.ate for my needs.

_21.

With normal advancement in the agency, my projected
salary will meet my needs.

_22.

My present salary is competitive with other similar
occupations.

_23e

My projected salary increases are competitive with
other similar occupations.
There are other jobs available in this city which
offer equal salary for my qualifications.

_25.

I am relatively free to mov-e outside this county to
accept a job.

_26.

Hy training and experience are consistent with the
qualifications of my classification.

_27. My job is adequately described by Civil Service.
_28.

Hy duties were adequately explained before I assumed
my position within the agency6

· __ 29.

Agency goals should be more clearly defined during
the recruiting interview.

_30e

The go.::,ls are stated adequately during the trai.ning
period.

_..31.

I feel my orientation was adequate prior to assuming
my duties.

_32.

I have been adequately trained to interpret the
regualtions governing my job ..
I have been adequately trained to interpret the Hanual ..

;,.; ___ _

I have had adequate training for my present position.
Others in similar positions have received adequate
training.

;-~~~--

.-·.5~___:__-=--

___36.

The training resources of the agency are excellent.

___37.

I feel well trained.

_38 ..

Hy immediate superior allows me to handle my job in
the way I see fit.

_39~

I feel that the supervision is

_40.

I am treated as if I were well qualified for my job.

_41.

Hy supervisor's decisions display an accurate evaluation of the department.

_42.

My supervisor does not let personal emotions color
his decisions.

_

Hy immediate supervisor is well qualified for his job.

43.

g:.,;_---

excess1ve~.-----------

_4L~.

If I have a problem, I know that my immediate superior
will be able to give me a helpful and reliable solution ..

_45.

I know that if an·incident should arise where my
actions were being questioned my immediate superior
would give me his full support.

_46.

My superior's decisions are consistent.

_47.

}1y

_JJ,.8.

When I make mistakes, I feel free to report them.

_ll·9·

When my supervisor corrects me, I do not feel that I
have lost his basic support.,

_50.

Hy immediate superior encourages me to dj_scuss
aspects of my job wtth him.

_51.

I feel free to discuss aspects of my job
immediate superior.

_52.

When a problem with:Ln the agency arises, employees
are encouraged to give suegestions.

immediate supervisor tends to support some
employees more than others.
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my

_53.

When suggestions are given, they are taken into
c onsj_deration.

_51~.

My subordinates are capable and well qualified for
their positions.

~-~

--

_55.

I feel that it is necessary for me to closely
supervise my subordinates •.

___56.

Due to pressure from above, it is necessary for me
to closely supervise my subordinates, though I would
rather give them less supervision.

___57.

I fully support the personnel evaluation
of the agency.

_58.

Personnel evaluations .;:;.re helpful to me on my worke

___59.

I feel that the present system effectively prevents
personal biases in personnel evaluations.

_60.

Personnel evaluations are viewed with equal
tanc e throv.ehout the agency.

Directions:

61.

procedur~s

impor-~

Rate each category in question #61 in order of
importance (1, 2, 3).

My job related goals are:
g1v1ng service to the cliente
reducing the number of clients on the
rolls.
rehabilitation of the clients.
speed and precision in the completion
of reports.
_e-a reduction of c.mount of grc.nts received
by the client.
other (please state)
_f.

Please indicate your answers to the questions below by
selecting one of the following responses.
1 - agree strongly
2 = agree moderately
3 = agree slightly
4 - disagree slightly
5 disagree moderately
6 = disagree strongly

_62.

I feel that I know what the goals of the agency·are.
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_63.

I feel a personal investment in the goals of the
agency.

_64.

Others in my position share my job-related goals.
,l __ _:_

_65.

My supervisor agrees with my job-related goaJ.s.

_66.

The worker and the supervisor discuss the e;oals of
the department.

_67.

The administration and the social worker agree in
their interpretation of the goals of the agency.

_68.

Employees at my level agree in their interpretation
of the goals of the agency.

_69~

There is rarely a conflict between my professional
goals and the goals of the agency.

_70 ..

Those whom I supervise understand clearly the goals
of the agency.

_71.

I trust those under me to seek the attainment of
agency goals.

_72.

Unit goals are usually established by means of
group participation.

_73. Hy job-related goals have changed significantly
since I entered the agency.

Directions:

74.

Please rank in order of importance, your choice
of the .toJ?. three it e~ in the questions below.

I have
ae
---b.
c.
=d.
e.
==:f.
_g.
_h.
___i.

the most social con tact ·with:
workers in my unit.
workers in another unit.
workers i.n the program in which I am employed.
workers in another program.
supervisors of my unit.
supervisors of another unit.
workers in the same orientation class.
supervisor or workers who were formerly in
my unit.
other (please state)
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75.

_i.

76.

the most job-related contact with:
workers in my unit.
workers in another unit.
workers in the program in which I am employed.
workers in another program.
supervisors of my .unit.
supervisors of another unit.
workers in the same orientation class.
supervisor or workers who were formerly in
my unit.
other (please state)

The following indlvrduals motJ:va:t-e-nre-t-o-do-a-geElEl:------~
job:
employees on the same level as myself.
those employees at a higher level in the
agency than myself.
_ c . those employees at a lower level in the
agency than myself.

77. The following individuals offer the greatest assistance.
in my job:
a. fellow workers.
==:b. my direct supervisor.
c. the supervisor of the bureau.
=d. the higher level administrators.
_e. the workers I supervise.

78.

I feel free to express my feelings about my job to:
employees on the same level as. myself.
those at a higher level in the agency than
myself.
c. those at a lower level in the agency than
myself •

. Please indicate your answers to the questions below by
selecting on8 of the following responses.
1 :: agree strongly
2 :: agree moderately
3 = agree slightly
4 - disagree slightly
5 -- disagree moderately
6 :: disagree strongly

_79.

I find that most of my fellow workers share my
opinions on topics relating to the agency.

_80.

An employee anywhere in the agency can exert an influence on high level administration.
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..._81.

_82.

All parts ot the agency can exert an equal influence
on the total agency.
There is a substantial amount of teamwork throughout
the agency.

_83.

The agency has a way for me to express my grievances
without fear of having it affect my position.

_84.

The agency's method of evaluating job performance
is fair.

_8).
_86.

I

_87.

The informo.tion pertaining to my job is accurate.

_88.

The information pertaining to my job is clear.

_89.

I

_90e

Ny communication with my supervisor takes place in
an informal atmosphere.

_91.

I

_92.

I

_93.

I am satisfied with my communication with my co-

_94.

I

_95.

There are times when I would like to contact persons
other them my supervisor to solve an agency~related
problem.

_96.

I

_97.

I

__98.

I

receive a sufficient amount of information to perform my job.

can deal VIi th all the information I receive during
the dc..y.

find that most of job-related communication to my
supervisor is written.

am satisfied with my communication with my supervisor.
vJOrkers.
frequently contact persons other than my immediate
supervisor to solv~ my job-related problems.

find that my unit meetings are helpful.

find that time spent in unit meetings is not
excessive.

find that time spent in meetings (other than unit)
does not conflict with my work.
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___ 99.

Information pertaining to my job arrives in time
to be of useo

"'
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_100.
101.
_102.

I have frequently made suggestions to improve
communications.
I feel that more direct lines of communication·
should be opened.
I feel that people at my level have adequate decisionmaking responsibil1ty.
I feel that decisions are made at levels lower tnan
where adequate and accurate information exists.

_104.

I feel that decisions are made at levels higher tha_n
where adequate and accurate information exists.

_105.

Host decision-makers use the information available to
them effectively.

_106.

I must frequently reinterpret policy statements of
the agency to fit my circumstances.

_107.

Problems are frequently created because decisions
are delayed.

_108.

I have adequate information to make my decisions.

_109.

I do not have enough time to give adequate consideration to all my decisions.

_110.

I feel responsible for tra:Lning my workers to
eventually assume supervisory positions.

_1-11.

I feel my superior trains me so that I could competently fill a higher position.

112.

I feel a personal responsibility for improving my
professional skill.
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